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This is B a boy with severe developmental language disorder (previously described as
specific language impairment). For those of you familiar with the CELF 4 (Clinical
Evaluation of Language Fundamentals), his scores on the CELF were well below 70 in
each subscale.
B shows event processing abilities but his production clearly reflects significant
semantic and semantic/syntactic difficulties.
B conveys and strings phrases together
B’s sentence level difficulties will clearly have implications for his ability to negotiate
with others, convey his message clearly, give an account of something that has
happened to him etc
Since children much younger than B, can produce complete sentences without these
types of errors, this output is well below expectations for his age
In order to address his difficulties we need to better describe the strengths and
weaknesses in what he has produced and classify the errors.
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This is a traditional stages model of sentence production proposed by Merrell Garrett
(other models proposing stages of sentence production include Bock and Levelt’s for
example) based on adult speech errors and data
While the validity of such models in explaining developmental data is open to
challenge, they are a useful way of capturing what is involved in producing a sentence
about something.
So initially we process the event or scene we want to describe, and identify the focus
or main idea (the message or conceptual level)
We then identify the verb (the “engine driver” of the sentence); Choose the key
words to accompany the verb & map those words to the role they play in the
sentence. So one word will be agent or object of the action, another might be a
location etc. This produces the functional level
Then at the positional level, the words are ordered ( so the syntactic frame that
matches the sentence); word endings (morphological inflections are added) and we
choose the word sound form (phonological encoding)
While sentence production is incremental, that does not mean entire stage is planned
before moving on to next stage; so for example phonological encoding may begin
before the entire utterance is formulated
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Events are the “semantic heart” of the sentence
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In typically developing children errors in production of verbs throughout school years;
Ambridge and colleagues have illustrated the acquisition path of less frequent verbs
for example
Some earlier studies (language samples & structured elicitation) suggested lexical
verb weakness & verb complexity effects (Fletcher 1992; de Jong 1999; Thordardottir
2002 & others) in children with developmental language disorder (previously known
as SLI)
Grela and Leonard, Pizzioli et al found increased errors (e.g. omissions of obligatory
arguments or omission of inflectional morphemes) with increased argument
structure complexity, where complexity was determined by number of arguments. In
the case of Grela and Leonard the difference was noted with ditransitive verbs.
Kambanaros et al compared children with DLD and TD children in verb naming and
narrative tasks (NFLVs-not fully lexical verbs). Children with DLD produced GAP
(general all-purpose) verbs only, no light verbs.
There was a significant difference in the total number of words produced by children
with DLD and TLD controls, with children with impairment producing fewer words.
However the difference between the two groups on number of verb tokens and
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number of verb types was not significant.
Children with SLI produced considerably more NFLVs and fewer correct lexical verbs
that TLD peers.
Across groups there were fewer NFLVs used in narratives than in naming.
Andreu’s in a study using eye tracking suggested that children with LI do not have
deficient verb semantic knowledge (at least no more deficient than noun knowledge)
and that errors are more apparent in production due to the intrinsic demands of
production tasks.
Thordardottir found that children’s morphological accuracy was lower in
narrative/expository discourse than conversation. But children will produce longer
utterances in retelling than in conversation
Owen Van Horne, has tested the interaction of word and sentence level factors,
relating linguistic complexity (sentence type-coordinated (‘Ratty ate his dinner and
Froggy hid’), sentences with temporal adverbial clauses e.g. ‘The aliens snored while
Froggy hid’ and with finite complements: ‘Ratty thought that Pumba hid) and verb
transitivity (transitive and intransitive). She predicted that sentences that were more
complex would be more difficult than compound and that transitive would be more
difficult than intransitive. Uniquely Owen designed the stimuli to test for cumulative
effects of complexity
She found more errors occurring in complex than compound sentences. While
children with DLD performed more poorly than age matched peers they did not show
more rapid changes with cumulative complexity-the latter was the case however for
MLU-matched (younger) children.
There was no effect of transitivity but Owen suggests that the difference between
intransitive and transitive verbs might not be large enough to demonstrate an effect
of number of arguments, additionally she advises that familiarity with the verbs was
not tested.
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assess beyond single sentence
Influence of low frequency vocabulary
Dynamic: how much help does the child need:
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Targeted tool developed involving:
Story retell (midway between free conversation & sentence repetition in
terms of ecological validity)
Capturing:
Sentence production around a range of verbs;
Probe included range of verbs- intransitive, transitive and ditransitive
(included in the story were verbs that alternate transitivity); manner of
motion, change of state, change of location; verbs that had alternating frames
(e.g. give, throw)
Initial development: Piloted & modified with 8 children with subsequent data from 20
with DLD for comparison
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Story retell-examiner tells story, child retells
The examiner points to each scene in turn-if they don’t use the target verb-the
examiner asks them if there is another way of talking about the picture
If after that prompt, the child still doesn’t use the target verb, the examiner tells
them the verb, with ‘make a sentence about this picture with the verb ….. IN the
scenes here : Sweep; Destroy; Clear; Empty
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and complement taking verbs added after 2013.
The soldier who ran away, hid behind some trees. He pretended he was dead. Captain
Grey came along and saw the soldier. I think he’s dead said Captain Grey. The soldier
opened his eyes. He told Captain Grey there were aliens everywhere.
Story modified (further to emerging evidence on cognitive state verbs, Owen van
Horne & Lin; and other structures
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Captain Grey was first used in an intervention study involving seven children with
severe DLD. The intervention was focussed on accuracy of simple sentence
production and production of the past tense. The children responded to the story and
it was a useful measure of change over time.
But on such a small sample size its clinical utility cannot be confirmed, additionally
scenes with complement taking verbs were added after the intervention study
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In first example, PP needed to make these grammatically correct; in the second the
frame for pour is used-the child hasn’t correctly matched the arguments to required
semantic roles (thematic role assignment/argument structure mapping error); the
third is missing obligatory arguments

Each sentence is scored on a scale of 1 to 6 based on number of arguments and
adjuncts and where applicable, complexity. Error analysis detects difficulties with
argument structure, and since children in an earlier trial phase on a single sentence
generation task (reported in Murphy 2013) produced optional adjuncts as well as
arguments, adjuncts were included in the scoring as to not do so would underrepresent sentence production abilities. Therefore intransitive, transitive and ditransitive verbs with obligatory arguments produced, would score one, two and three
respectively. Each adjunct is awarded one: for example a sentence where the verb
was accompanied by one argument and one adjunct would score two
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Ethical approval from UL EHS REC & MidWest HSE REC
Children with DLD
TD children: no known SLCN, or history of SLT, learning, physical or sensory difficulties
Age band
No of participants.
4.06 – 5.05 7
5.06 -6.05
17
6.06 – 7.05 17
7.06 – 8.05 9
8.06 – 9.05 9
9.06 – 10.05 12
10.06 – 12
20
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T VAS: r=.53, p<.001, 2 tailed note that there were children (from the youngest age
group up) at ceiling for verb argument structure accuracy
MSC: There was a strong positive correlation (r=.65, p<.001, 2 tailed) between the
MSC and age in the TD group (stronger than for Verb argument accuracy)
Note that there was an uneven spread of numbers across age bands, and the
distribution by age is not normal, lower mean score in one of the oldest groups
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Mann-Whitney U: significant difference in VAS accuracy between CwDLD and all TD
children (U=48.5, z=-4.79, p=.000), as well as age-matched TD children (U=8, z=-3.18,
p=.001).
Independent t-test significant difference in MSC scores for CwDLD and all TD children
t(99)=4.507, p<.05 and age-matched TD, t(18)=2.415, p<.05.
The magnitude of the differences in the means was large for all TD (eta
squared=.1702) and for age-matched TD (eta squared=.2447).
When using a one-way ANCOVA to compare the MSC of all TD and CwDLD while
adjusting for age in months there was still a significant difference between the
groups, p<.05, partial eta =0.15.

Put in table with range scores
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The result on mean sentence complexity indicates that children had better MSC on
the first unprompted initial telling-which is perhaps unsurprising, at the point a
prompt is introduced, the task becomes more like a sentence generation task than a
narrative
The current research indicated that CwDLD relied heavily on prompting for the
full spectrum of target verbs to be elicited. Therefore, if a clinician does not
administer the prompting hierarchy with CwDLD, the data from the initial retell
alone may not provide sufficient assessment of VAS% accuracy and MSC.
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In the TD sample, the five most problematic verbs were; clear (24), pour (21), fill (17),
bet (17) and told (12)
Consistent with Ebbels and others, verbs involving change of state or change of
location were problematic; replacements were analysed and children with DLD least
likely to replace change of state target verbs (0%) were replaced with change of state
verbs
Examining the features of those verbs with errors:
“Clear”, “pour” and “fill” were all targeted as di transitive verbs requiring three
arguments in the retell narrative. The verbs “pour” and “fill” are reverse role verbs
“Bet” and “tell” are two cognitive state verbs requiring a sentence complement with
two arguments.
For children with DLD, the least elicited verbs were Capture, Bet, Lived, Fell, Emailed,
Covered, Told and those with most errors were bet capture and tell
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